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ABSTRACT 

 
Centro Experimental Aramar (CEA) is a campus of the Centro Tecnológico da Marinha em São Paulo 

(CTMSP), responsible for carrying out the Brazilian Navy´s Nuclear Program. As a nuclear facility, the 

atmosphere is one of the environmental parameters that must be monitored, both for normal operation and 

acidental situations. Atmospheric dispersion models are powerful tools in this direction, but their results 

strongly depend of the quality of the input data. Therefore, good information must be provided to the dispersion 

models, and data from weather forecast models can be suitable for this role. The purpose of this work is to 

evaluate the performance of regional weather forecast models for CEA site. CEA is located at a complex terrain 

area, which can add complexity to the air fluxes and reduce the forecast accuracy, which may be critical during 

an accidental situation. For this work, two regional atmospheric models were choosen: BRAMS and Eta. These 

models have been intensively improved for Brazilian researchers for the South America characteristics, are free 

softwares and offer the possibility to run locally with higher resolution than are currently available by research 

organizations. Basic variables (temperature, relative humidity, and wind speed and direction) for 48 hours 

simulations from Eta and BRAMS were compared with CEA observed data. Results from this work will 

conducted the next steps for running dispersion atmospheric models on an operational basis for CEA site. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

 

Atmospheric transport and dispersion models need inputs to produce their results. The Hybrid 

Single-Particle Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory model (HYSPLIT), for example, is a 

versatile transport and dispersion model that is used both in operational and research bases 

[1]. HYSPLIT has already been used for dispersion studies after the Fukushima accident with 

good results [2, 3, 4]. The HYSPLIT advantages are: (a) it is free software: (b) it has a web-

based version and a PC-based version; (c) it accepts a variety of data as input to generate its 

products. Obviously, the quality of the results depends on the input data, which can be real 

(observed) data or numerical simulations (weather forecast outputs) in the case of HYSPLIT. 

As observed data are not always available in a sufficient amount, weather forecast output is 

an alternative for transport and dispersion models, but bad inputs will certainly produce 

erroneous results. [5], for example, obtained lower estimates in their experiment by the 

dispersion model than observed concentration, probably due the underestimation of the 

mixing layer.  It is clear that choosing the model that better represents the real atmosphere 

state is one of the steps before running a transport and dispersion model. [6] evaluated the 

performance of the Weather Forecast and Research (WRF-ARW) model to predict the wind 

profile at Alcantara Lauch Center (Brazil). The WRF-ARW is considered the state of art in 

numerical models, which is also free and open source. Tests revealed that the Asymmetric 

Convective Model version 2 (ACM2) PBL scheme performances better to dry season, while 
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the Mellor-Yamada Nakanishi and Niino Level 2.5 scheme (MYNN2.5) is better to the rainy 

season. For the dry season, the v wind component presented better and more constant 

performance, while the u wind component was more variable. WRF overestimated wind 

speed until 2 m/s, but direction was well simulated. For the rainy season, the wind direction 

presented more divergence from the observations and the u wind overestimated observations 

until 3 m/s, even in a short range after the initialization (less than 24 hours). 

 

The scope of this study is to compare real data observed at Centro Experimental Aramar 

(CEA) with forecast outputs to analyze how some important variables for dispersion 

simulations (temperature, winds, for example) perform for different models. CEA is a nuclear 

site that belongs to Centro Tecnológico da Marinha em São Paulo (CTMSP). CEA is located 

at Iperó, São Paulo State, Brazil (Figure 1), in a complex terrain area, which adds complexity 

to atmospheric air fluxes and modelling. Some studies had already characterized important 

aspects of the Planetary Boundary Layer (PBL) at the CEA site [7, 8, 9]. This study will 

contribute to evaluate the weather models performance and to guide the implementation of 

dispersion forecast in an operational routine. 
 

The Brazilian version of the Regional Atmospheric Modeling (BRAMS) and Eta are regional 

models that are currently available by Centro de Previsão do Tempo e Estudos Climáticos 

(CPTEC). In the past few years, new functionalities and modifications were included in the 

BRAMS model to improve numerical representation of key physical processes over tropical 

and subtropical regions, a complete in-line module for atmospheric chemistry and aerosol 

processes and a model for simulation of atmosphere-surface exchange  

(http://brams.cptec.inpe.br/). CPTEC runs BRAMS operationally twice a day, with 5 km of 

horizontal resolution and 55 vertical levels. Eta is also operational at CPTEC with a 

horizontal resolution of 15 km and 22 vertical levels. Details about Eta model are available at 

(http://etamodel.cptec.inpe.br/). Both BRAMS and Eta data are considered good candidates 

for CEA dispersion studies, since well-known Brazilian research institutions as Instituto 

Nacional de Pesquisas Espaciais (INPE), Universidade de São Paulo (USP), and others have 

spent human and financial resources to constantly improve these models based on 

experimental field campaigns and theoretical studies. 

 

 

2. DATA AND METHODS 

 

 

The CTMSP is responsible for executing the Brazilian Naval Nuclear Program and CEA is a 

campus located at Iperó, São Paulo (Figure 1). A Meteorology Program is maintained by 

CEA according to the Brazilian Nuclear Energy Commission regulations [10]. A 

meteorological tower runs operationally collecting temperature, relative humidity, direction 

and speed wind at 3 levels (10 m, 60 m and 80 m above surface), plus precipitation and 

atmospheric pressure at surface.  

 

For this work, 48 hours of continuous data was selected to be compared with the BRAMS 

and Eta forecast models. The selected dates were March, 7th and 8th of 2017 since these days 

behaved as typical convective days without synoptical perturbations or rain. These conditions 

are important to evaluate how PBL is modelled in typical situations. Each atmospheric 

variable is compared to BRAMS and Eta  48 h forecasts.  
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Forecasts were downloaded from CPTEC (http://previsaonumerica.cptec.inpe.br/) and some 

features of each of the models are described in table 1. 

 

As can be seen from Table 1, there are substantial differences among BRAMS and Eta. These 

differences are generally related to strategic decisions to turn the forecasts computationally 

viable reaching the users needs, since high resolution models have high computational costs. 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1: The map indicates CEA site. The picture above the map (extracted from 

Google Earth) shows an aerial view from CEA (the buildings next to the road and 

Morro de Araçoiaba back) 

 

 

 

 

 

http://previsaonumerica.cptec.inpe.br/
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Table 1:  BRAMS and Eta features 

 

Model BRAMS 

 
Eta 

Features 

Horizontal resolution 5 km X 5 km 15 km X 15 km 

Vertical levels 19 22 

Number of variables 30 62 

Output interval 6 h 3 h 

 

Evaluation was both through graphical visualization and statistical metrics. As commented by 

[6], statistical metrics are usually employed to quantitatively evaluate the numerical models 

accuracy. For this work, the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) is one of the simplest metrics 

available, but it is a common measure of forecast error in time series analysis. The MAE 

indicates how close the forecasts are to the real data and is given by (1): 

 

𝑴𝑨𝑬 =  
𝟏

𝒏
∑ |𝒇𝒊 − 𝒚𝒊|

𝒏
𝒊=𝟏             (1) 

 

where fi is the forecast, yi is the real value and n is the series length. 

 

The Pearson correlation coefficient (𝑟) was also calculated and will be presented. The 

correlation coefficient measures the strength and direction of the linear relationship between 

2 variables, where 𝑟 =1 means perfect correlation, 𝑟 = 0 means no correlation and 𝑟 = -1 

means opposite correlation. The Pearson correlation coefficient is given by (2): 

 

𝑟 =
∑ (𝑥𝑖−�̅�)(𝑦𝑖−�̅�)𝑛

𝑖=1

√∑ (𝑥𝑖−�̅�)2𝑛
𝑖=1  .  √∑ (𝑦𝑖−�̅�)2𝑛

𝑖=1

     (2) 

 

Results are presented in the next section. 

 

 

3. RESULTS 

 

The following figures present the real data observed at CEA as mentioned in the previous 
section and the simulated data from BRAMS and Eta numerical models, for 48 hours starting 

at 0 GMT of March, 7th. These 2 days were characterized as typical summer days, with long 

sunny hours (~12 hours), few clouds, no synoptical perturbations and no rain. Although 

summer is the wet season of this Brazilian Region [11], March 7th and 8th were relatively 

drier days and this condition favored a high thermal amplitude, as seen in figure 2. Minimum 

temperatures were higher than 20 oC and maximum were higher than 30 oC. In this figure, 

continuous lines represent observed data, as indicated by the legend, while scattered symbols 

represent models. This figure also shows that temperature was homogeneous from 10 to 80 m 

heights most of the time. Comparing the observed with the simulated data, it is clear that the 

models reproduced reasonable well the diurnal temperature cycle. Eta 10 m and BRAMS 10 

m values are almost coincident for 0 to 12 GMT period, but discrepancies increase for 15 

GMT (the maximum temperature time). Eta 10 m temperature is almost 4 degrees warmer 

than BRAMS and is closer to the observed data. On other hand, both Eta 10 m and BRAMS 

10 m simulated cooler temperatures for the early mornings (almost 2 degrees for March 7 th 

and approximately 3 degrees for March 8th). For the 1000 hPa level, both Eta and BRAMS 
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behaved similarly: values are almost the same, but early mornings were warmer than real 

data. According to Eta and BRAMS, the thermal inversion is under 1000 hPa, which implies 

a shallow Mixture Layer (ML). BRAMS estimate for ML was 100 m to March 7th (0 GMT) 

and around 350 m to March 8th (6 GMT). The Mixture Layer simulation performance will be 

investigated in a future work. The MAE results (Table 2) indicate that Eta 10 m has the better 

score for the 3 levels. The MAE is smaller for the observed temperature at 60 m. Examining 

figure 2 again, it probably happens because the 10 m Eta temperature correlates very well to 

60 m observed temperature during the morning (after the sunrise and before the maximum 

temperature: this period corresponds to the ML development). The second better result is 

BRAMS 10 m, at least for 10 m and 60 m observed temperature, but the small difference 

between Eta 10 m and BRAMS 10 m MAE results could be an influence of the amount of 

data, since Eta has twice the amount of BRAMS data. The correlation coefficients are 0.91 

for BRAMS 10 m versus 10 m observed temperature, 0.94 for Eta 10 m versus 10 m 

observed temperature and 0.88 for Eta 1000 hPa and 80 m observed temperature. Eta 10 m 

also reached high correlation with 60 m and 80 m observed temperatures. The coefficients are 

0.93 and 0.92 for 60 m and 80 m, respectively. 

 

 
Figure 2: Observed X simulated temperature, starting at March, 7th, 0 GMT 

 

 

Table 2: Temperature MAE 
 

 
 

 

BRAMS 10 m BRAMS 1000 hPa Eta 10 m Eta 1000 hPa

10 m 2.2 2.7 1.8 2.2

60 m 1.9 2.5 1.5 2.1

80 m 2.1 2.2 1.8 1.9

observation 

level

model/level
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The Relative Humidity (RH) simulated by BRAMS is more scattered than Eta data (Figure 3) 

in comparison to observed data. Eta has a better diurnal cycle representation of the observed 

data than BRAMS. For the 2 days analyzed, the minimum RH was approximately 10% higher 

than the real data. The MAE (Table 3), indicates that Eta 1000 hPa has the better results for 

the RH, mainly for the 80 m height, while results from BRAMS are almost twice bigger. The 

correlation coefficients (0.88, 0.90 and 0.88 for 10 m, 60 m and 80 m, respectively) confirm 

that Eta estimate for RH is better. The correlations coefficients for BRAMS were less than 

0.5. 

 

 
Figure 3: Observed X simulated RH, starting at March, 7th, 0 GMT 

 

 

Table 3: RH MAE 

 

 
 

The figure 4 presents a comparison for wind speed, where the lines represent the real data. 

The first day (March 7th) was characterized for relatively weak winds. Only during the 

evening the winds strengthened above 4 m/s and reached almost 8 m/s at 80 m. In March 8th 

winds weakened in the morning, but 60 and 80 m remained considerable stronger than 10 m 

until the middle of the day. A visual inspection shows that Eta 10 m and BRAMS 10 m 

presented similar results and both are stronger than 10 m observed wind speed. Eta 1000 hPa 

seems to represent 60 and 80 m observed data better than BRAMS 1000 hPa. The MAE 

BRAMS 1000 hPa Eta 1000 hPa

10m 12.4 6.9

60m 10.1 5.9

80m 10.6 5.0

observation 

level

model
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results (table 4) confirm that Eta 10 m and BRAMS 10 m produced similar simulations, at 

least for the analyzed case. On the other hand, Eta 1000 hPa shows a better performance than 

BRAMS 1000 hPa and has better result for 80 m observed wind speed. The 10 m observed 

wind speed correlation coefficients are 0.70 for BRAMS 10 m and 0.58 for Eta 10 m. Eta 

1000 hPa correlation coefficients are 0.87 and 0.88 for 60 m and 80 m observed wind speed, 

respectively. 

 

 
Figure 4: Observed X simulated wind speed, starting at March, 7th, 0 GMT 

 

Table 4: Wind Speed MAE 

 

 
 

The last variable analyzed is the wind direction. Due to complex terrain effects and solar 

heating, wind direction at CEA usually presents a 24 hours cycle [7, 8]. Winds at CEA are 

predominantly from South-Southwest (SSW), Southwest (SW), South (S), South-Southeast 

(SSE) and Southeast (SE) depending on the season.  During the winter months, there is a 

greater contribution from SSW. Along the others months, S to SE winds are more frequent. 

Winds from north sectors have a small participation and are more frequent during the summer 

months. Although these strong synoptic characteristics, the differential heating due to valley-

mountain effects creates a local circulation [7, 8]. Its effect is illustrated by 10 m observed 

wind direction (figure 5). Only for visualization purposes the u and v wind components were 

multiplied by a constant factor (the number 7), for the construction of the barbs. This artifice 

BRAMS 10 m BRAMS 1000 hPa Eta 10 m Eta 1000 hPa

10 m 1.0 3.4 1.0 2.6

60 m 1.3 2.6 1.3 1.6

80 m 1.7 2.3 1.6 1.4

observation 

level

model/level
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creates a stronger than real wind speed, but the real wind direction were preserved. Barbs (the 

graphical symbols of figure 5) are symbols used to indicate the wind direction and speed 

simultaneously. For example, if the symbol is vertical with barbs at its inferior extremity, it 

means that the wind comes from south. The barbs at the extremity correspond to the speed (5 

kt for a small barb, 10 kt for a big barb and 50 kt for a triangle).  Back to the 10 m observed 

wind direction (black barbs), it shows that winds are predominantly from SE in the March 7th 

early hours, but after 9 GMT the winds turn counter clockwise for few hours and then back to 

SE. This behavior is even clear in the next day. The surface perturbation seems to be weaker 

for the higher levels (blue and red barbs) because only discreet wind directions are seen for 

60 and 80 m. BRAMS model doesn’t seem to reproduce the local circulation shown by the 

observed data, however this comparison is impaired due to the 6 hours interval between the 

BRAMS output. Eta model that has a higher temporal resolution (3 hours interval output) 

seems to capture better the local circulation effects. A comparison between Eta 10 m and 

observed 10 m wind direction showed that Eta simulation was conservative in maintain SE 

winds and differences increased as wind direction changed to Northeast (NE), S or SW. In 

those cases, differences of almost 90 degrees were observed between real data and Eta 10 m 

simulation. 

 

 
Figure 5: Observed X simulated wind direction, starting at March, 7th, 0 GMT 

 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

 

 

A comparative study for regional atmospheric models with observed data was conducted for 

CEA. Eta and BRAMS models were chosen because they are constantly being improved by 

the Brazilian research organizations with results of experimental campaigns and theoretical 

studies. These 2 models are already operational and available by CPTEC, but they present 
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substantial differences as indicated by table 1. Although Eta is available in a lower spatial 

resolution, it had the best results for the studied event. Both Eta and BRAMS underestimated 

early morning temperatures and BRAMS also underestimated the maximum temperatures, 

but the diurnal cycle was well reproduced. 

 

Eta RH simulation was much better than BRAMS simulation. The BRAMS performance may 

have many causes, as: weak vertical fluxes which imply in weak momentum, humidity and 

heat transport from surface to the higher levels. This could cause BRAMS to simulate a more 

stratified atmosphere than Eta, producing different dispersion simulations. Eta and BRAMS 

had similar results for wind speed, which was overestimated for the most part of the analyzed 

period. Wind direction was poorly reproduced by BRAMS, but the output interval may have 

impaired the analysis. Eta seems to better simulate the local circulation, although strongly 

influenced by the synoptic scale. 

 

One important observation is that no tendencies were observed along the 48 hours 

simulations for neither Eta nor BRAMS. At least for this period, both numerical models 

remain consistent several hours after the initialization, providing confidence to the user. 

 

This is the first comparative study between operational simulations and observed data 

conduced for CEA. Only basic variables were analyzed for a short period of time. Before 

choosing the numerical models for dispersion studies, more tests need to be done. For 

example: analyze other seasons, compare Mixture Layer height simulations with observations 

and also test other models or other spatial or temporal resolutions. 

 

The deficiency observed for the wind direction simulations is worrisome, because this 

variable is strongly linked to the atmospheric dispersion and maybe special parametrizations 

will be necessary to provide better conclusions. 
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